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n Abstract The Internet is a critically important research site for sociologists test-
ing theories of technology diffusion and media effects, particularly because it is a
medium uniquely capable of integrating modes of communication and forms of con-
tent. Current research tends to focus on the Internet’s implications in ﬁve domains:
1)inequality(the“digitaldivide”);2)communityandsocialcapital;3)politicalpartic-
ipation; 4) organizations and other economic institutions; and 5) cultural participation
and cultural diversity. A recurrent theme across domains is that the Internet tends to
complement rather than displace existing media and patterns of behavior. Thus in each
domain, utopian claims and dystopic warnings based on extrapolations from techni-
cal possibilities have given way to more nuanced and circumscribed understandings of
howInternetuseadaptstoexistingpatterns,permitscertaininnovations,andreinforces
particular kinds of change. Moreover, in each domain the ultimate social implications
of this new technology depend on economic, legal, and policy decisions that are shap-
ing the Internet as it becomes institutionalized. Sociologists need to study the Internet
more actively and, particularly, to synthesize research ﬁndings on individual user be-
havior with macroscopic analyses of institutional and political-economic factors that
constrain that behavior.
INTRODUCTION
By “Internet” we refer to the electronic network of networks that links people
and information through computers and other digital devices allowing person-to-
person communication and information retrieval. Although the late 1960s saw the
inception of an ancestral network dedicated to scientiﬁc (and, after 1975, military)
communication, the Internet did not emerge until 1982; it began its rapid ascent
only in the early 1990s, when graphical interfaces became widely available and
commercial interests were allowed to participate (Abbate 1999, Castells 2001).
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Access to and use of the medium diffused widely and swiftly. The number of
Americans online grew from 25 million in 1995 (when only 3% of Americans had
ever used the Internet) (Pew Research Center for People and the Press 1995) to
83millionin1999(Intelli-Quest1999),with55millionAmericansgoingonlineon
atypicaldayinmid-2000(Howardetal,forthcoming).Theamountofinformation
available on the World Wide Web has also risen exponentially, from fewer than
20,000 Web sites in 1995 (Prettejohn 1996) to over 10 million in 2000 (Netcraft
2000),representingovertwobillionWebpages,withasmanyastwomillionpages
added daily (Lake 2000).
OurfocusinthischapterisontheInternet’simplicationsforsocialchange.The
Internet presents researchers with a moving target: Agre (1998a) describes it as “a
meta-medium: a set of layered services that make it easy to construct new media
with almost any properties one likes.” We use Internet to refer both to technical
infrastructure (public TCP/IP networks, other large-scale networks like AOL, and
foundationalprotocols),andtousestowhichthisinfrastructureisput(WorldWide
Web, electronic mail, online multiperson interactive spaces). We focus primarily
on general, public uses. Among the topics we do not address systematically are
the use of digital technologies for communication within formal organizations,
the technology’s potential contribution to the conduct of social-science research




those changes are. Our purpose here is to summarize research by social scientists
abouttheInternetandtoencouragemoresociologiststocontributeactivelytosuch
research. We believe that it is important for sociologists to address these issues for
three reasons. First, the medium’s rapid growth offers a once-in-a-lifetime oppor-
tunityforscholarstotesttheoriesoftechnologydiffusionandmediaeffectsduring
the early stages of a new medium’s diffusion and institutionalization. Second, the
Internet is unique because it integrates both different modalities of communi-
cation (reciprocal interaction, broadcasting, individual reference-searching, group
discussion,person/machineinteraction)anddifferentkindsofcontent(text,video,
visual images, audio) in a single medium. This versatility renders plausible claims
that the technology will be implicated in many kinds of social change, perhaps
more deeply than television or radio. Finally, choices are being made—systems
developed,moneyinvested,lawspassed,regulationspromulgated—thatwillshape
the system’s technical and normative structure for decades to come. Many of these
choices are based on behavioral assumptions about how people and the Internet
interact. We believe such assumptions should represent more than guesswork.
THEORETICAL CONTEXT
Sociology’s major theoretical traditions emphasize different aspects of electronic
media. For Durkheimians, point-to-point communications media like telephones
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powerful collective representations (Alexander 1988). Marxists focus upon
exploitation of communications media to enhance elite control of both politics
and production through cultural hegemony and enhanced surveillance (Schiller
1996, Davis et al 1997). Weberians attend to the ways in which point-to-point
media advance rationalization by reducing limits of time and space, and broad-
cast media provide the elements of distinctive status cultures (Collins
1979).
Other traditions also offer perspectives on the digital media. Technological de-
terminists suggest that structural features of new media induce social change by
enabling new forms of communication and cultivating distinctive skills and sensi-
bilities (McLuhan 1967, Eisenstein 1979). In the 1960s, students of social change
suggested that in the face of new developments in communications technology,
industrial society would yield to the “information society,” with consequences in
every institutional realm (Machlup 1962, Bell 1973). Critical theorists problema-
tize the effects of technological change on political deliberation and the integrity
of civil society (Habermas 1989, Calhoun 1998).
Daniel Bell (1977) appears to have been the ﬁrst sociologist to write about the
social impact of digital communications media themselves. Bell predicted that
major social consequences would derive from two related developments: the in-
vention of miniature electronic and optical circuits capable of speeding the ﬂow
of information through networks; and the impending integration of computer pro-
cessing and telecommunications into what Harvard’s Anthony Oettinger dubbed
“compunications”technology.Anticipatingthedemocratizationofelectronicmail
and telefaxing, as well as digital transmission of newspapers and magazines, Bell
exploredthepolicydilemmasthesechangeswouldraise,calling“thesocialorgan-
ization of the new ‘compunications’ technology” the most central issue “for the
postindustrial society” (1977:38).
More recently, Manuel Castells has argued that the world is entering an “infor-
mation age” in which digital information technology “provides the material basis”
for the “pervasive expansion” of what he calls “the networking form of organiza-
tion” in every realm of social structure (1996:468). According to Castells, the In-
ternet’s integration of print, oral, and audiovisual modalities into a single system
promisesanimpactonsocietycomparabletothatofthealphabet(p.328),creating
new forms of identity and inequality, submerging power in decentered ﬂows, and
establishing new forms of social organization.
The comprehensive visions of Bell and Castells, like the other theoretical tra-
ditions we have described, suggest a range of empirical questions one must an-
swer to understand the Internet’s inﬂuence upon society. From the Marxian and
Weberian traditions come concerns about power and inequality in the access to the
new technology. The Durkheimian perspective sensitizes us to the new media’s
impact on community and social capital. The work of Habermas and Calhoun
leads us to ask how the Internet may alter the practice of politics. The Weberian
tradition raises the question of the effect of Internet technology on bureaucracy
and economic institutions. Critical theory raises important questions of how the
Internet may affect the arts and entertainment media.6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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We address each of these ﬁve topics in turn, summarizing the results of re-
search undertaken by social scientists and other investigators. In most of these
areas, the research literature is limited, and many questions remain. But there is
a pattern: Early writings projected utopian hopes onto the new technology, elic-
iting a dystopian response. Research on each topic yields two conclusions. First,
the Internet’s impact is more limited than either the utopian or dystopian visions
suggest. Second, the nature of that impact will vary depending upon how eco-
nomic actors, government regulation, and users collectively organize the evolving
Internet technology.
MAJOR RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The Internet and Inequality: Opportunity or Reproduction?
Enthusiasts predicted that the Internet would reduce inequality by lowering
the cost of information and thus enhancing the ability of low-income men and
women to gain human capital, ﬁnd and compete for good jobs, and otherwise
enhance their life chances (Anderson et al 1995). By contrast, cyber-skeptics sug-
gest that the greatest beneﬁts will accrue to high-SES persons, who may use their
resources to employ the Internet sooner and more productively than their less
privileged peers, and that this tendency would be reinforced by better Internet
connections and easier access to social support (DiMaggio & Hargittai 2001).
As in other areas, early research results suggest that the outcome is more com-
plexthaneitherofthesepredictions,andthattheInternet’seffectsoninequalitywill
depend on the social organization of its use. In this section, we examine research
on individual-level inequality among users, as well as cross-national differences
in Internet penetration and inequality in effective Internet access for content pro-
ducers.
THE “DIGITAL DIVIDE” IN THE UNITED STATES Anderson et al (1995) were among
the ﬁrst to highlight the potential of inequality in Internet access to limit peo-
ple’s opportunities to ﬁnd jobs, obtain education, access government information,
participate in political dialog, and build networks of social support. By “digital
divide,” we refer to inequalities in access to the Internet, extent of use, knowledge
of search strategies, quality of technical connections and social support, ability to
evaluate the quality of information, and diversity of uses. Although some spec-
ulate that current intergroup differences will evaporate as the Internet diffuses
(Compaine 2000), Schement (1999) points out that inequalities in access to in-
formation services (e.g. telephone, cable) tend to persist in contrast to the rapid
diffusion of information goods (e.g. radio, television, VCRs) that reach near satu-
ration relatively quickly. This is because the former require ongoing expenditures,
whereas the latter are based on one-time purchases. For example, although 94%
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low-income elderly and female-headed households below the poverty level
(Schement 1996).
Because sociologists have conducted so little research on the digital divide, to
chart the dimensions of inequality we must rely primarily on studies reporting
bivariate statistics. Reports of the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration(NTIA1995,1998,1999,2000)documenteddifferencesinInternet
access favoring the college educated, the wealthy, whites, people under the age of
55and,especiallyinearlieryears,menandurbandwellers.(Moreover,lessafﬂuent
and less well-educated users are more likely to become nonusers after trying it out
[Katz & Aspden 1997].) Interestingly, despite the focus of early reports on income
differences, the impact of educational attainment on Internet use is twice that
of income after multivariate controls (Robinson et al 2000b). Research has also
found that Internet non-users report as reasons for not going online that they are
not computer users, they do not want their children to have Internet access, they
lack time or interest, or they cannot afford it (Strover & Straubhaar 2000). There is
some evidence that measures of access reﬂect resource control, whereas measures
of intensity of use are driven more by demand. Thus teenagers are less likely to
report Internet access than adults between the ages of 25 and 54 (NTIA 1998);
but when homes have Internet access, teenagers are online much more than adults
(Kraut et al 1996).
Patternsofinequalityarelikelytoreﬂectsuchchangingfactorsaspublicconnec-
tion availability, private subscription price, services available, and the technology
necessary to access them effectively, as well as the diffusion of knowledge and
the evolution of informal technical-support networks. Therefore, it is crucial to
examine change in inequality over time. Three surveys conducted between 1996
and 1998 found that the gap in access between whites and African Americans
had increased over time (Hoffman et al 2000), but NTIA surveys (1998, 2000)
found that divide diminishing between 1998 and 2000. Wilhelm (2000) reports
that signiﬁcant differences persist in Internet use among racial and ethnic groups,
with socioeconomic status held constant, and he argues that access to telecommu-
nications tools and lack of easy access to Spanish-language content explain lower
usage rates among Hispanics. By contrast, broad evidence suggests that two gaps,
the advantage of men over women and of the young over the old, have declined as
the technology has diffused and become more user-friendly (Roper Starch 1998,
Clemente 1998, Bimber 2000, NTIA 2000, Howard et al forthcoming). Other ev-
idence suggests that late adopters have less formal education and lower incomes
than earlier cohorts (Howard et al, forthcoming, Katz et al, forthcoming).
Several exemplary studies go beyond description to analysis. In a study no-
table for its use of multivariate analysis and multiple outcome measures, Bimber
(2000) found that the gap between men and women in access to the Internet re-
ﬂected male/female differences in income and other resources; but that women
with access used the Internet less frequently than did otherwise similar men, a
result he attributed to the fact that full-time employment had a signiﬁcant effect
on frequency of use for men, but not for women. In a study exemplary for tying6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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individual-level inequality to institutional arrangements, Strover (1999) compared
dial-up Internet connectivity in four rural US counties, concluding that low levels
of commercial investment in telecommunications infrastructure in sparsely popu-
latedareaslimitsusebygeneratinglesschoiceamongserviceprovidersandhigher
connection fees.
Other research has focused on public settings that provide Internet access for
pesons unable to reach the Internet at home or work. A national survey of public
libraries reported that urban libraries are almost three times as likely as rural lib-
raries to offer high-speed Internet connections; and that because many urban
libraries serve high-poverty areas, access to high-speed connections is relatively
available to the urban poor (Bertot & McClure 1998). An evaluation of Internet
access programs at two public libraries and two community centers indicated that
effectiveness was a function of the extent to which staff were trained to assist
Internet users and potential users found the atmosphere welcoming and nonthreat-
ening (Lentz et al 2000). Research on schools, another key site for public access,
indicates that the proportion of US public schools offering Internet access rose
from 3% in 1994 to 63% in 1999 (US Department of Education 2000), but that
training and support stafﬁng necessary for teachers to incorporate the technology
effectively in instructional plans has lagged behind (Bolt & Crawford 2000).
Much research and policy assumes that people can convert Internet access into
other valued goods, services, and life outcomes. Researchers have not yet tested
this premise for Internet access, but research on general computer use sustains its
plausibility, while leaving much to be done. Krueger (1993) reported a substantial
wage premium accruing to workers who use computers. Attewell & Battle (1999)
found that home computer use was signiﬁcantly related to students’ test scores in
mathematics and reading, with higher returns for boys, whites, and the well-to-do.
THE GLOBAL DIGITAL DIVIDE The number of Internet users globally skyrocketed
from16millionin1995toalmost360millionbymid-2000(NUA2000a).Despite
this rapid diffusion, this number represents just 5% of the world’s population. As
is the case with other communications devices, access across countries is very
uneven, with 97% of Internet host computers located in developed countries (ITU
1998). With respect to content, US producers dominate the Web, creating and
hosting a large percentage of the most visited Web sites (OECD 1997) and so
establishing English as the Internet’s dominant language.
Studies of cross-national variation in levels of Internet connectivity and use are
few. Most reports on global Internet diffusion present little more than descriptive
statistics,emphasizingcorrelationswithnationalwealthandeducation(ITU1997,
1999, Paltridge & Ypsilanti 1997). Cross-national differences reﬂect differences
in the availability of local-language programming, but not that alone. Hargittai
(1996)calledattentiontoinstitutionalfactors,reportingthatin1995threequarters
of highly developed countries, but only 10% of LDCs, had commercial access
providers (an indicator of private-sector involvement and thus additional impetus
for diffusion). Although data quality constrains generalization, the divide between6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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developed and less developed nations appears not to have lessened as the Internet
has diffused.
Better data make it possible to analyze Internet diffusion in OECD countries
in more detail. Using multivariate analyses of OECD nations, Hargittai (1999)
demonstrated that national wealth and competition in the telecommunications
sector (and regulatory environments fostering competition) were the strongest
predictors of connectivity (see also Guill´ en & Suarez 2001).
Wilson (2000) distinguishes between “formal access” (physical availability)
and “effective access” (affordable connectivity and diffusion of skills people need
tobeneﬁtfromthetechnology).In-depthcasestudieshelpdevelopthisdistinction.
Raoetal(1999)suggestthatlackoflocalcontentinnativelanguagesinSouthAsia
discourages use. Based on a detailed review of statistics and case reports, Norris
(2001) concludes that the Internet is reproducing cross-national inequalities in use
ofnewspapers,telephones,radio,andtelevisionbecausediffusionlargelydepends
on economic development and research and development investments that are
unequally distributed across societies.
Yet a case study of Trinidad reports that by 1999 penetration was deep (approx-
imately 30% of households had at least one regular user) and, while stratiﬁed by
income, relatively broad. The authors attribute this both to Trinidad’s compara-
tively strong communications infrastructure and healthy economy, and equally
important, to the premium placed on email by residents of an island nation that
exportsitsmostsuccessfulyoungpeopleabroad(Miller&Slater2000).Technolo-
gies shape themselves to the contours of local priorities and ways of life: Just as
some less developed countries were vanguard adopters of sound cassettes and cell
phones, some may embrace the Internet relatively quickly, especially as wireless
transmission creates convergence between Internet and cell phone technologies.
INEQUALITY IN CONTENT PROVIDERS’ ACCESS TO ATTENTION Sociologists should
be concerned not only with inequality in access to the Internet, but with inequality
in access to the attention of those who use the Internet. By dramatically reducing
the cost of the replication and distribution of information, the Internet has the
potential to create arenas for more voices than any other previous communication
medium by putting product dissemination within the reach of the individual.
Information abundance creates a new problem, however: attention scarcity
(Goldhaber 1997). Content creators can only reach large audiences if online
gatekeepers—Web services that categorize online information and provide links
and search facilities to other sites—channel users to them (Hargittai 2000b).
Yet Internet trafﬁc is highly concentrated: 80% of site visits are to just .5% of
Web sites (Waxman 2000a). As was the case with broadcast media, the growth
and commercialization of the Internet has been accompanied by a commodi-
ﬁcation of attention. A rapidly evolving mosaic of search engines and point-
of-entry sites compete for dominance (NUA 2000a), playing a pivotal role in
channeling users’ attention toward some contents and away from others (Hargittai
2000b).6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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During the late 1990s, entrepreneurs developed comprehensive and strongly
branded “portals”—Web sites containing search engines, category guides, and
variousshoppingandinformationservices—tomatchusersandcontent.Suchsites
now account for one in four of the most visited destinations of the Web (Waxman
2000b).Thesearchenginestheyfeatureareoftenbiasedintheiridentiﬁcationand,
especially, ranking of sites in response to user queries (Introna & Nissenbaum
2000). The effects of bias are compounded by the tendency of engine users to
employ simple search terms and to satisﬁce by terminating searches at the ﬁrst
acceptable site. [A 1998 analysis of almost one billion queries on the Altavista
search engine revealed that 77% of sessions included but one query and 85%
of users viewed only the ﬁrst screen of search results (Silverstein et al 1998)].
Thus, Web destinations that are displayed prominently on portal sites or ranked
high by search engines are likely to monopolize the attention of all but the most
sophisticatedandcommittedInternetusers.Understandingtheprocessesbywhich
such display opportunities and ranks are awarded is an important research tack.
Research on inequality in access to and use of the Internet—among individ-
ual users, groups, organizations, countries, and content creators—should be an
important priority for sociologists. At the individual level, the priority should be
on using multivariate methods to explore the determinants of different measures
of inequality: not just whether or not one has “access,” but inequality in location
of access (home, work, public facilities); the quality of hardware, software, and
connections; skill in using the technology; and access to social support networks.
Because inequality reﬂects the technology’s organization, not inherent qualities,
special priority should be placed on studies of how inequality is affected by such
factors as government programs, industry structure and pricing policies, and ap-
proaches to the provision and organization of content.
Impact on Time Use and Community: Social Isolation
or Social Capital Formation
Initial enthusiasts anticipated that the Internet would boost efﬁciency, making
people more productive and enabling them to avoid unnecessary transportation
by accomplishing online tasks like banking, shopping, library research, even so-
cializing online. The results (less stress, more time, new online contacts) would
make individuals more fulﬁlled and build social capital for society at large. More
recently,twostudieshavesuggestedthattheInternetmayinduceanomieanderode
social capital by enabling users to retreat into an artiﬁcial world (Kraut et al 1998,
Nie & Erbring 2000). In this section, we explore research on what Internet users
do with their time, how the Internet affects their well-being, and how the Internet
inﬂuences communities, both real and virtual.
TIME DISPLACEMENT Much of the debate over social capital is about whether the
Internet attenuates users’ human relationships, or whether it serves to reinforce
them. Experience with earlier communications technologies suggests that Internet6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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users may substitute time online for attention to functionally equivalent social
and media activities (Weiss 1970). Thus, when television appeared in the United
States, it had rapid impact on use of other media: Audiences abandoned their radio
sets, movie theaters closed, and general-interest magazines stopped publishing
ﬁction and eventually folded. Early studies documented reductions in time spent
going to the movies, listening to radio, and reading ﬁction as television viewing
time increased (Cofﬁn 1954, Bogart 1956). Subsequent research replicated these
results cross-nationally and also documented signiﬁcant declines in out-of-home
socializing, in-home conversation, housework, personal care activities, and even
sleep (Robinson & Godby 1999).
If television, a unidirectional mass medium, displaced so many activities, then
it stands to reason that the Internet, which permits interactive as well as one-
way communication, might substitute for even more. Observers have expressed
particularconcernthatInternetusersmayreducethetimedevotedtooff-linesocial
interaction and spend less time with print media, as well as with television and
other media (Nie & Erbring 2000).
The functional-equivalence model that described the effects of television thus
far appears not to ﬁt the experience of Internet users. Analyses of 1995 and 1998
national surveys by the Pew Center for the People and the Press, which asked re-
spondents about activities “yesterday,” have found Internet use to be unrelated or
positively associated with social interaction (Robinson et al 1997, 2000a). More-
over, analysis of 1997 data from the federal Survey of Public Participation in the
Arts indicates that Internet users (with appropriate controls) read more literature,
attended more arts events, went to more movies, and watched and played more
sports than comparable nonusers (Robinson & Kestnbaum 1999). A more recent
study based on 1998 Pew Center data indicates intriguing changes associated with
theInternet’sdiffusion:Amonguserswhohadbeenearlyadopters,Internetusewas
associated with greater use of print media. Among new Internet users, however,
this relationship had disappeared (Robinson et al 2000b). No signiﬁcant decline in
TV viewing was found after demographic controls. Overall, then, these analyses
provide scant support for time displacement due to functional equivalence with
respect to other media. (See also Cole 2000, who found lower TV use among
Internet users but slightly higher use of other media).
The situation with respect to social interaction is more complicated. Two
well-publicized studies reported indications that Internet use substituted for other
interactions. Kraut et al (1998), who used a rare longitudinal design to study
169 Pittsburgh-area families who were given computers and Internet connections
over a two-year period, reported that higher levels of Internet use were “associated
with declines in communication with family members, declines in social circles,
and increased loneliness and depression.” The authors inferred that heavy users
substituted interactions with weak ties on the Internet for time spent with close
friends and relatives. Yet as the researchers followed their sample they discovered
that, except for increased stress, negative psychological effects decayed to sta-
tistical insigniﬁcance and some positive outcomes emerged. They attribute these6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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changes to increases in experience and competence and, more speculatively, to
the Internet’s greater utility in the later period and to a change in sign of network
externalities from negative to positive as more of these users’ friends and family
went online (Kraut et al forthcoming).
An innovative study that used special use-logging software to compare the
online behavior of experienced and novice Web users reinforces the notion that
theeffectofInternetusemayvarywithusercompetence.Comparedtoexperienced
Internet users, the novices engaged in more aimless surﬁng, were less successful
in ﬁnding information, and were more likely to report feeling a souring of affect
over the course of their sessions. Their negative reactions reﬂected not the Internet
experience per se but the frustration and sense of impotence of the inexperienced
user without immediate access to social support (Neuman et al 1996).
Nie & Erbring (2000) surveyed four thousand Internet users online and asked
how the Internet had changed their lives. Most reported no change, but heavier
users reported declines in socializing, media use, shopping, and other activities.
By contrast, analyses of national (off-line) sample surveys (from both 1995 and
1998) using more ﬁne-grained activity measures indicate that Internet users are
no less likely (with controls) to engage in social visiting or to call friends on the
telephone. More recent surveys (online and off) have revealed that Internet users
have higher levels of generalized trust and larger social networks than nonusers
(Uslaner 1999, Robinson et al 2000b, Hampton & Wellman 2000, Cole 2000).
Results from survey analyses also suggest that Internet use serves to complement
rather than substitute for print media and ofﬂine socialization. Indeed, a detailed
timediarystudyalsofoundInternetuserstobenolessactivemediausersorofﬂine
socializers than nonusers, though they did do less housework, devote less time to
family care, and sleep less (Robinson et al 2000b).
COMMUNITY Wellman (2001) argues that the Internet has contributed to a shift
from a group-based to a network-based society that is decoupling community and
geographic propinquity, and thus requiring new understandings and operational-
izations of the former. Consistent with this insight, Katz et al (forthcoming) report
that Internet users visit friends more and talk with them by telephone more fre-
quently, but that they also travel more and have fewer friends in their immediate
neighborhoods.
To some extent, whether one views the Internet as corrosive to or supportive of
community depends in part on how one evaluates the things people do with it. For
example, Nie & Erbring (2000, p. 4) view moderate to heavy-users’ self-reported
substitution of email for telephone contact as part of their loss of “contact with
their social environment.” By contrast, Lin (2001) regards online communication,
including email, as markedly expanding the stock of social capital.
Indeed, an increasing body of literature suggests that the Internet enhances
social ties deﬁned in many ways, often by reinforcing existing behavior patterns.
A report on a national survey of users (Howard et al forthcoming) revealed that
the Internet puts users in more frequent contact with families and friends, with6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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email being an important avenue of communication. This study also suggests that
research on Internet use and social capital should distinguish among different
typesofInternetuse:TheInternetseemsparticularlyunlikelytocorrodethesocial
capital of women, more of whom than men employ the medium as a complement
tootherchannelsofsocialinteraction.Similarly,alongitudinalstudybyKrautetal
(forthcoming) found that Internet use increased interaction with family members
and reported closeness to friends, especially for users whose perceived social-
support networks were strong before they began using the Internet.
The Internet is unique among media in making it easy for people to assemble
(atadistance)andcommunicatewithmanyothersatthesametimeinsuchsettings
as chat rooms or online discussion forums. “Online communities” come in very
different shapes and sizes, ranging from virtual communities that connect geo-
graphically distant people with no prior acquaintance who share similar interests,
to settings that facilitate interactions among friendship networks or family mem-
bers, to community networks that focus on issues relevant to a geographically
deﬁned neighborhood (Smith & Kollock 1999, Wellman & Gulia 1999, Preece
2000). Research on “online community” should distinguish among these forms,
lest results appear contradictory and confusing.
Early studies tended to focus on online role-playing games [e.g. multi-user
dungeons or MUDs (Turkle 1995)] and newsgroups (Hauben & Hauben 1997).
Thesewereamongtheﬁrstonlinecommunitiesandarestillpopularresearchsites,
in part because researchers can obtain full transcripts of discussions and events.
Such “online ethnography” has provided useful insights into issues of identity
formation (Paccagnella 1997) and the status and concerns of particular groups
(e.g., Kolko et al 2000 on race in cyberspace). But as the technology matures, ever
smaller percentages of Internet users participate in online games and newsgroups.
Increasingly,researchersmustfollowusersintonewerkindsofonlinecommunities





panionship and counsel unavailable in their communities of residence (Etzioni &
Etzioni 1997). Rheingold’s (1993) classic study of an online community empha-
sizedthecapacityofonlinenetworkstoprovidetheirmemberswithsocialsupport.
And other researchers have noted that, compared to real-life social networks, on-
linecommunitiesaremoreoftenbasedonparticipants’sharedinterestsratherthan
shared demographic characteristics or mere propinquity (Wellman & Gulia 1999).
Nonetheless,issuesrelatedtoracial,gender,andsexualdynamicsdopermeateand
complicate online interactions [e.g. requiring communities to establish norms for
dealing with intimidating or offensive language (Lessig 1999, Silver 2000)].
Whereas some studies focus on “virtual” communities, others explore the im-
pact of the Internet on geographic communities. An exemplary study of a highly
wired residential community underscores the importance of examining online6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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interactions in the context of ofﬂine everyday life (Hampton & Wellman 2000).
It revealed that Internet users maintain community ties through both computer-
mediated communication and face-to-face interaction. Although they maintain
more long-distance relationships than do non-Internet users, they communicate
even more with their neighbors—and are acquainted with three times as many of
theirneighborsasaretheirunwiredpeers.Astudyofasimilarcommunityrevealed
that residents make much use of the Internet for “social-capital building activi-
ties,” but that individual-level community involvement and attachment increased
only for residents who were already very active at the experiment’s inception
(Kavanaugh & Patterson forthcoming). Similarly, a study of scholarly networks
found that although the Internet helps maintain contact over long distances, most
emailcontactsarebetweenpeoplewhoalsointeractface-to-face(Kokuetal2001).
Inotherwords,researchsuggeststhattheInternetsustainsthebondsofcommunity
by complementing, not replacing, other channels of interaction.
SOCIAL CAPITAL Many scholars believe that the Internet facilitates the creation
of social capital and other public goods by making information ﬂow more efﬁ-
cientlythroughresidentialorprofessionalcommunities(Lin2001,Wellman2001).
Yet Putnam (2000) reports that, after demographic controls, Internet users are no
different than non-users on measures of civic engagement. He notes, however,
that it is premature to project this result onto future user cohorts, and he is ag-
nostic about the Internet’s contribution to social capital at the community level.
Putnam calls attention to the need to understand qualitative differences between
mediated and face-to-face interaction and to explore a tension between the tech-
nology’s potential and the dangers of unequal access and “cyberbalkanization”
(Putnam 2000:177; for an operationalization, see Van Alstyne & Brynjolfsson
1997).
Other studies indicate that, under some circumstances at least, Internet use
may enhance social capital. In a longitudinal study of Pittsburgh residents, Kraut
et al (forthcoming) found Internet use associated with greater participation in
communityactivitiesandmoretrust(thoughlesscommitmenttoremainingintheir
community),withthepositiveeffectsgreaterformoreextrovertedparticipants.An
analysis of online survey respondents from the United States, United Kingdom,
Canada, and Australia found that increased Internet use tended to have a direct
positive effect on social capital (operationalized as participation in community
networks and activities) and a positive indirect effect (through social capital) on
political participation (Gibson et al 2000).
There is much anecdotal evidence that the Internet provides signiﬁcant bene-
ﬁts to people with unusual identities or concerns (e.g., rare medical conditions).
Butthereissomeevidencethat“socialcapital”producedbylessfocusednetworks
isratherthin.Forexample,asurveyofusersofAmsterdam’s“DigitalCity,”amulti-
use space created to encourage Internet access and public-spirited interaction,
found that, despite soaring membership ﬁgures, most users participated relatively
infrequently and for recreational purposes (Van den Besselaar & Beckers 1998).6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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It has also been argued that the Internet builds social capital by enhancing
the effectiveness of community-level voluntary associations, but little research
evaluates this claim. The Internet has also been described as an inexpensive and
effective means of organizing oppositional social movement. Lin (2001) describes
the fascinating case of China’s Falun Gong organization, which used the Internet
to establish a powerful, hierarchical religious movement under the noses of an
authoritarian regime. Whether similar movements will follow suit will depend on
the success of states in monitoring and controlling such activities.
We draw ﬁve morals from the research to date. First, the Internet has no in-
trinsic effect on social interaction and civic participation. This nonﬁnding should
challenge scholars to understand the circumstances under which different effects
are produced, which will doubtless lead them to distinguish different proﬁles of
Web use and different orientations of users. Second, Internet use tends to intensify
already existing inclinations toward sociability or community involvement, rather
than creating them ab initio. Third, we need to know more than we do about the
qualitative character of online relationships. Fourth, we know that virtual commu-
nities exist in large number, but we know relatively little about their performance.
Research on how virtual communities address problems of commitment and trust
(like Kollock’s [1999] innovative study of institutionalized reputation on E-Bay
and Usenet barter sites) is necessary to understand the limits and possibilities of
community online. Fifth, we need more systematic studies of how civic associa-
tions and social movements use the Internet, so that we can move beyond single
cases to understanding the institutional conditions that encourage or discourage
successful exploitation of this technology for collective ends.
Impact on Politics: Renewed Public Sphere
or Electronic Battleground?
Inthepoliticaldomainweagainﬁndutopiansanddoomsayersatodds.Enthusiasts
ﬁnd early evidence of a re-engaged, more deliberative, more equitable political
community (Browning 1996, Hill & Hughes 1998, Negroponte 1995). Skeptics
foresee the re-emergence of an unresponsive commercial sphere dominated by
the usual corporate players—but with an increased capacity to invade the privacy
of individual citizens (Beniger 1996, Lessig 1999). Most research suggests that
effects thus far have been mixed and modest.
Drawing conclusions at such early stages of technology diffusion before the
emergence of stable norms is risky because it is difﬁcult to disentangle: 1) the
unique characteristics of early adopters from the characteristics of the medium
in question; 2) the primitive limitations of the early Web from the technology’s
mature characteristics; and 3) the Web’s explosive growth from other political
trends (Rogers 1995, Bimber 1999). As with other topics, the literature about
politicsontheInternethasprogressedthroughthreestages:unjustiﬁableeuphoria,
abruptandequallyunjustiﬁableskepticism,andgradualrealizationthatWeb-based
human interaction really does have unique and politically signiﬁcant properties.6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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AN INFORMED PUBLIC Empirical research on mass political knowledge in indus-
trial democracies, and particularly in the United States, has drawn heavily on the
‘informationcost’perspectiveofDowns(1957)andSchumpeter(1947)toexplain
why the public is so poorly informed. Because it takes time and energy to seek
out, interpret, and remember political information, it may be rational to free-ride
on the civic attentiveness of others. The political promise of the Internet is that
it signiﬁcantly lowers the behavioral costs of ﬁnding, storing, and communicat-
ing speciﬁc and personally relevant political information at convenient, timely
intervals.
Theliteraturereveals,however,thataftercontrollingforeducationandpolitical
interest, there is little evidence of an effect of Internet use on political knowledge.
Those who seek political information online are generally well informed to begin
with,politicallyoriented,andheavyusersofothermedia(Bimber2000,Johnson&
Kaye 1998). At present, the Internet supplements and complements rather than
replaces traditional sources of political information (Pew 1998, 1999, Robinson
etal2000b).AJune2000surveyrevealedthat33%ofUSadults(and46%ofthose
under thirty) go online for news at least once a week, compared to 20% in 1998,
and 15% they say do so every day. About half say they seek out political news,
fewer than report that they look for weather, technology, business, and sports
news (Howard et al forthcoming). In some cases they access news not readily
available through print or broadcast media, but often the Web is a supplementary
medium through which conventional news organizations distribute information
available through other means.
AN ENGAGED PUBLIC The economic and psychological dynamics of Web-based
human communication, however, are potentially distinct enough from those of
traditional print and broadcast news media that in time we may see evidence of
an Internet effect. For example, news sites often provide interactive links that
encourage users to “send a copy of this article to a friend or colleague.” The ca-
pacity for horizontal interpersonal communication, to rebroadcast a news article
withpersonalcommentary,enhancesthecapacityfordiscussion,engagement,and
the two-step ﬂow that serves as the critical antidote to anomic mass communica-
tion (Kornhauser 1968). Evolving third-voice technologies would permit users to
unilaterally convert every mass-medium Web site into an open public discussion
(Dibbell 1999). Discussion groups on the Web at present lack the selective, highly
editedcharacterofletterstotheeditorandcitizenop-eds.Butthoughtheymaynot
achieve the ideal of deliberative discourse envisioned by Habermas (1981, Elster
1998), they would appear to be a step in that direction.
There is great concern about the political malaise and disengagement presum-
ably reﬂected in low voter turnouts in US national elections. Will reduced costs
of gathering political information produce higher voting rates? Probably not, due
to the complex and tangled inﬂuences of multiple historical, cultural and eco-
nomic trends, which render bivariate analyses of relationships between media
use and electoral participation ill advised. Schudson (1998) points out that US6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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electoral participation rates were highest in the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, when citizens were generally uninformed and uneducated, the media were
limited and sensationalistic, and quality of public debate was largely undistin-
guished. Bimber (2000) argues that political impact derives less from the char-
acter of the medium than from the character of information and the day-to-day
culture of its use. The successful Jesse Ventura candidacy in Minnesota is widely
cited as an example of grass-roots Internet populism; but in that case the Net was
primarily used to organize the already engaged, not to mobilize disaffected or un-
interestedvoters(Stromer-Galley2000).Onlineﬁnancialcontributionsandvoting
online by the already politically active may prove more signiﬁcant in the long run
(Mintz 2000).
POLITICAL POLARIZATION Perhapsthemostcentralquestionforsociologicalanal-
ysis of changing technical structures of interpersonal and mass communication is
the tension between forces of social integration and polarization (Neuman 2000).
ManyfearthattheInternetwillweakentheculturalcenterand“politicalcommons”
that network television and metropolitan newspapers provided (Neuman 1991,
Hirsch1978).Negroponte,forexample,predictsthatanartiﬁciallyintelligentWeb-
basedDailyMewillselectnewsandinformationbasedonthepredilectionsandpre-
judices of the individual cybercitizen and further displace the cultural commons
(Negroponte 1995).
Research on earlier media, however, indicates that individuals tend to be aware
of the most popular cultural artifacts and to monitor the latest hot programs and
motion pictures (Neuman 1991). Ideologically inclined individuals do choose
to attend to media that reinforce their prejudices (e.g., conservatives listen to
conservatively oriented radio talk shows), but expose themselves as well to op-
posing views (Freedman & Sears 1965, Frey 1986). The Net’s capacity for anony-
mous communication may heighten the level of extremist and hate speech in the
early stages of diffusion. But institutions of self-regulation may emerge to con-
strain such expression in cyberspace, as they have in nonelectronic public forums
(Lessig 1999).
DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY Web proponents may concede that historically apoli-
tical social strata are unlikely to be mobilized overnight by Internet political con-
tent, and agree that there are few signs thus far that the Internet has increased
political fragmentation and polarization. But they insist that the Internet will en-
hance the quality of political discussion and the viability, meaningfulness, and
diversity of the public sphere by lowering the access barrier to meaningful public
speech.Nolongerisitnecessarytoownanewspaperortelevisionstationtopartici-
pate:TheWebisatwo-waymedium,andeveryInternetreceivercanbeapublisher
as well (Compaine & Gomery 2000, Todreas 1999). Such claims provide critics
of commercial (and especially American) dominance of the mass media and the
international ﬂow of news and culture with a new focal point for inquiry (Bennett
1995, Bourdieu 1999, Garnham 1990, McChesney 1996, Schiller 1989).6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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Can the Web make a real difference? It is clear that the Internet signiﬁcantly
lowers entry barriers and other Downsian cost factors for participation in the
electronic public sphere. Bimber ﬁnds that many of the distortions of group dis-
cussionresultingfromdominantpersonalitiesandgroupdynamicsarereproduced
in cyberspace, but he concludes that virtual political space (notably Usenet-style
threaded discussion groups) has its place as a signiﬁcant supplement to, if not
replacement for, the face-to-face discussions of Habermas’ idealized nineteenth-
century salon (Bimber 2000, Hill & Hughes 1998, Schneider 1996). Lowering
the economic costs to initiate and sustain an accessible political voice—compare
a teenager’s bedroom-based Web site to the cost of sustaining a printed mag-
azine or broadcasting facility—can lower access barriers for minority voices,
as well.
Skeptics argue that the commercial incentives of advertising-based media may
lead ultimately to an Internet culturally indistinguishable from modern commer-
cial television (Davis 1998, Margolis & Resnick 1999, Rheingold 1993). This
debate is particularly interesting in the case of Web-based political campaigning
in the United States, where by 2000, most candidates had their own Web sites,
many with detailed issue and policy information unavailable through traditional
media (Schneider 2000b). Will such diverse sites attract sufﬁcient trafﬁc to sustain
themselves?OrwilldominantcommercialportalslikeAOLorspecializedstartups
like voter.com dominate attention, paying for access to the public sphere through
political advertising? As of this writing the jury is out, but researchers are actively
studying elite and mass behavior (Schneider 2000a).
THE POLITICS OF THE INTERNET A ﬁnal note: It may be that the battle for control
of the Net and for dominance in the electronic marketplace of ideas will prove
to be the most fruitful arena for sociological inquiry. The tension between polit-
ical ideals of openness and the strong economic incentives to sustain and protect
scarcity and its corresponding economic return should sustain signiﬁcant scholar-
ship in this domain for years to come (Lessig 1999, Neuman et al 1998, Shapiro
1999).
Impact on Organizations: Flexible Networks or Panopticons?
Some management writers depict information technology as transforming org-
anizations: replacing hierarchical bureaucracy with ﬂat, networked structures in
whichlocalinitiativesupplantsauthoritativecommand;andreplacingformalorga-
nizations themselves with “network organizations” in which agency is interstitial
and strategy constantly renegotiated (Tapscott 1999). Others suggest that digital
telecommunications may increase management control by permitting unprece-
dented degrees of surveillance (Zuboff 1989). In this section, we focus primarily
on organizations’ use of the public Internet, rather than on communications net-
works internal to the ﬁrm (the use of which is reviewed in Sproull & Kiesler 1991,
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LIMITS ON INTERNET IMPACT Little research bears directly on these claims, and
what there is ﬁnds limited effects for three reasons. First, authors who make the
strongest claims often conﬂate different types of digital technology, including
workplace applications, local area networks, and the Internet. The Internet is less
central to some notable organizational trends (e.g., the shrinkage of middle man-
agement) than computerization of internal functions (Board on Science, Technol-
ogy & Economic Policy 1999).
Second, many structural changes associated with the “networked ﬁrm” predate
the rise of information technologies alleged to have caused them (Powell 2001,
Castells1996).AlthoughsomearguethattheInternetcauseslargeﬁrmstodevolve
into loosely integrated production networks by reducing information and transac-
tion costs (Brynjolfsson et al 1994), the move toward network organizations was
under way before the Internet became popular. (The Internet, though not determi-
nant, is important. Although network forms emerged in response to competitive
environments, new information technologies contributed to their rapid develop-
ment [Castells 1996].)
Third,technology’seffectsreﬂectnotitsinherentpotential,asfuturistsassume,
but active choices that are shaped by technology owners’ perceived interests, ex-
isting organizational structures and routines, and by cultural norms (O’Mahoney
& Barley 1999, Orlikowski & Iacono 2000). Many traditional ﬁrms heavily con-
strain use of email and the Internet, especially by clerical and service employees,
and such ﬁrms often implement systems that facilitate surveillance rather than en-
ablingﬂexible,decentralizedinteraction(Zuboff1989,Wellmanetal1996,Frenkel
et al 1999).
Telecommuting, once predicted to rise exponentially, is a good example. Of a
nationalsampleof1050workersinterviewedinlate1999,41%believedtheycould
work effectively from home, but only 10% reported their employers provided that
option (and 9% reported doing so at least once a week) (Heldritch Center 2000).
Other evidence suggests that most employees use home Internet connections to
supplementhoursattheworkplace,nottosubstituteforthem(O’Mahony&Barley:
131).
WORK GROUP EFFECTS Research on work groups (much of it in laboratory set-
tings)suggeststhatelectroniccommunicationsinﬂuenceinteractionstyleandwork
ﬂow.Useofelectronicmailcomparedtotelephones,forexample,enablesworkers
to control the pace of their response and thus facilitates multitasking. Digital con-
ferencingmaymakeemployeeslessrisk-averseandrendergroupdecision-making
less predictable, more time-consuming, and more egalitarian (Sproull & Kiesler
1991, Wellman et al 1996). Whether such effects enhance organizational perfor-
mance or will persist as the technologies evolve is uncertain, in part because they
depend on details of system design and implementation (Sproull & Kiesler 1991,
O’Mahony & Barley 1999). In vivo research suggests that formally egalitarian
“network” structures may coexist with substantial hierarchy and centralization in
patterns of communication (Ahuja & Carley 1998).6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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FIRM STRUCTURE EFFECTS There is little evidence that the Internet is reshaping
organizational structures. O’Mahoney & Barley report that “whether informa-
tion technologies further centralization or decentralization” varies depending on
how managements uses them. The few empirical studies of the relationships be-
tween digital technology and organizational size, buy-or-sell decisions, and orga-
nizational boundaries are anecdotal or inconclusive (O’Mahoney & Barley 1999:
143–45). The Internet may induce change, but we will not know until researchers
undertake large-sample studies that specify changes precisely, treat separately dif-
ferent kinds of information technology, and distinguish effects on different kinds
of workers and different business functions.
Take, for example, technology’s impact on interﬁrm networks. Most electronic
networks complement, rather than substitute for, more intimate media. For many
“networkorganizations”propinquityiscrucialinbreedingtrustandrapportamong
participants, for example enabling companies in small-ﬁrm networks to share in-
formationandexchangespecializedassets(Harrison1994).Spatialagglomeration
isalsocentraltothesuccessofbiotechnologyﬁrms(andtoventurecapitalistswho
sustain them) (Powell 2001). The most thorough review of technology-transfer
research emphasizes the role of “the mobility and activity of technically trained
people” over that of impersonal networks (Board on Science, Technology & Eco-
nomic Policy 1999). Digital telecommunications seem most important for routine
transactions(e.g.,inventorysystemsinwhichmultipleﬁrmsshareadatabase)and
for communication among knowledge workers accustomed to scientiﬁc norms of
exchange(e.g.,R&D),andleastsufﬁcientwheninteractionsentailriskandrequire
interpersonal judgment.
INDUSTRY SPECIFIC EFFECTS Studies of speciﬁc industries indicate that digital
telecommunications can facilitate transformative change when market pressures
require it and organizational resources and structures render it possible. For exam-
ple,whenﬁercecompetitionandderegulationprovokedchangeandrisingdemand
made it proﬁtable, trucking ﬁrms used the Internet (with such other technologies
as global positioning) to develop logistics capacity and reposition themselves as
transportation-services companies (Nagarajan Bander & White 2000). Hospitals
andmedicalpracticeshaveusedtheInternettopoolinformationacrossentities,en-
abling the emergence of the “integrated healthcare systems” that are transforming
many regional healthcare markets (Scott et al 2000, Starr 1997). Other industries
that have used Internet technology to effect signiﬁcant change are banking and
ﬁnancial services (Rochlin 1997) and, with distance learning, higher education
(Brown & Duguid 2000:25). In each case, ﬁrms adapted the technology to speciﬁc
strategies, rather than yielding to general technological imperatives.
Thus, the Internet is implicated in profound changes in organizational struc-
tures, practices, and strategies. But the extent and nature of these changes—
which business functions they restructure, which employees they affect—vary
markedly by industry. And rather than causing change, digital technologies are
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committed. The area is ripe for both organizational case studies that focus on
the Internet’s use in particular industries and organizational surveys that permit
conﬁdent generalization.
The Internet is also implicated in organizational change in the public sector,
where enthusiasts have hailed its potential for saving tax dollars, reducing red
tape, and making government more responsive. In an empirically detailed and
theoretically sophisticated study, Fountain (2001a,b) has demonstrated both the
potentialandimpedimentstoitsrealization.Implementingdigitaltechnologysaves
governments money, but how much depends on network externalities. It reduces
some aspects of bureaucratic rigidity but strengthens others by embedding them
in code. It enhances the ﬂow of information to citizens and enables government
workers to cut through red tape, but in expanding the latter’s discretion, it risks
imposing new forms of inequality among citizens in their relations with the state
(Fountain 2001a,b).
Impact on Culture: Bountiful Diversity,
Hypersegmentation, or Massiﬁcation?
Many sociologists feared that the original mass media (general-interest maga-
zines, radio, and television) would inexorably “massify” taste, as proﬁt-seeking
ﬁrms produced only those homogeneous and banal programs or texts with the
greatest audience appeal (Shils 1963). Since 1980, changes in consumer demand
have combined with new media technologies to segment markets and differentiate
culturalgoods,enablingindividualsandgroupstoindividualizetheirmediahabits.
Asan“interconnectednetworkofaudio,video,andelectronictextcommunication
that will blur the distinction between interpersonal and mass communications and
between public and private communications” (Neuman 1991, p. 12), the Internet
seems designed to take these trends to their logical conclusion.
Not surprisingly, early observers viewed the new technology as profoundly
liberating, opening up outlets for the creative energies of people of every taste
and persuasion (Barlow 1996). Because posting information on the Web is so
inexpensive, the technology’s enthusiasts believed it would virtually eliminate
barriers to entry in ﬁelds like music recording, book publishing, and even ﬁlm-
making. In this view, the Internet would democratize the ﬂow of information,
supplanting top-down dependence on traditional news and media organizations
with bottom-up sharing among consumers themselves.
Such optimistic scenarios assume that the Internet’s only impact is a direct one
on costs (of cultural goods to consumers and of publication to producers). But a
second, perhaps more important, effect of the Internet may be to induce the re-
structuring of the culture industries themselves. When goods are distributed on
the Internet, they can be repackaged in many ways: newspapers, for example,
can be disassembled, their parts distributed separately; recorded music can come
with more textual documentation than will ﬁt in a CD jewel box. New distribu-
tion systems may also alter the size distribution of ﬁrms within industries, the6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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relative power of gatekeepers and artists, and the nature of competitive strategies.
The Web’s earliest cultural impact has been in the music industry, where it has
reinforced existing trends toward deconcentration, product differentiation, and the
multiplication of market channels (Dowd 2000, Caves 2000).
Some observers suggest that economic imperatives will keep the Internet from
realizing its technical potential as a font of cultural abundance (Neuman 1991,
Castells 1996). True, barriers to entry are formally lower; but savage competi-
tion for users’ limited attention may erect new barriers based on investments in
marketing and production. The major media producers are developing the Internet
commerciallyafterthemodelofearliermedia(albeitwithmoreinteractivity),with
the expectation that Internet content, broadcast entertainment, and news will soon
enter homes through a single system (Castells 1996, but see Owen 1999).
AthirdpositionholdsthatcorporatepowerwilloverwhelmtheWeb’sliberating
potential by radically accelerating long-term trends toward narrower market seg-
mentation and more ﬁne-grained product customization. In this view, Web sites’
ability to use “cookies” to track users’ browsing habits provides an unprecedented
opportunity for targeting appeals. Marketers will divide the public into countless
market segments and bombard them with messages that reinforce dispositions and
tastes their previous browsing-and-buying patterns have revealed, engendering
isolation and myopia (Turow 1997.)
Wehavelittlepurchaseonwhichperspectiveisrightfortworeasons.First,aside
fromindustryreportsthatmanyusershaverobustappetitesforfreemusicandsex-
ual images, we know little about cultural practice on the Web. To be sure, the Web
offers a remarkable smorgasbord of free cultural products and services. But we
knowlittleaboutwhousesthem,duetothelackofscholarlyresearchontheextent
to which, and ways in which, Internet users listen to music, visit museum sites, or
read literature online. Nor do social scientists know to what extent culture con-
sumers use the Web to cultivate existing tastes or, instead, to explore unfamiliar
genres.
Second, we cannot yet tell to what extent (and how) media ﬁrms will be able to
wring proﬁts from Web-based entertainment. They will develop the Web as mass
medium only if consumer demand for entertainment sufﬁces to justify large in-
vestments (Castells 1996:365). Tendencies toward cultural fragmentation may be
repelled by cultural omnivores: well-educated consumers with eclectic tastes for
many (ﬁnely differentiated) genres (Peterson & Kern 1996). Government will
inﬂuence the outcome through legislation and court rulings (e.g., the Napster
injuncion) that deﬁne intellectual property rights.
The Internet’s cultural effects may vary among user groups. Because marketers
aremostinterestedinreachingpeoplewhoconsumethemost,their“fragmenting”
efforts may focus on the well-to-do; but such users, especially when they are
highly schooled, are the ones most likely to use sophisticated search strategies,
so their online behavior may be less easily affected. Castells (1996:371) predicts
a Web “populated by two essentially distinct populations, the interacting and6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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the interacted,” the ﬁrst using the medium’s full capacity, the latter limited to a




response to the agendas of powerful social actors. Initially, they shape themselves
to the contours of custom; ultimately, they follow paths selected through struggles
among groups seeking to turn technologies to their own interests (McGuire &
Granovetter 1998).
We see this malleability in the history of the telephone, which was created as a
business tool (and even a broadcasting device), but which became an instrument
of sociable interaction (Fischer 1992). We see it especially in the history of radio,
which emerged as an interactive medium tailored to the needs of military commu-
nication,grewintoapoint-to-pointcommunicationsdevicelinkingamateurenthu-
siasts,developedintoacommercialbroadcastsystembeamingastandardizedmass
culture across national societies, and ﬁnally, under the impact of television’s
competition, transformed itself into a ﬁnely differentiated medium specializing
in broadcasting musical genres to narrowly deﬁned subcultural market segments
(Douglas 1988, Hargittai 2000a, Owen 1999).
If anything, the Internet is even more pliant because it combines point-to-point
and broadcast capability within a single network (Robinson et al 2000b, Wellman
2001). It can be a telephone: literally, or through email, chat rooms, and other
forms of real-time communication between individuals. It can serve as a library:
specialized Web sites “narrowcast” information to users interested enough to use
search engines to ﬁnd them. It can act as a soapbox for individuals expressing
themselves to e-lists and discussion forums. Or it can operate as a conventional
mass medium: Internet Service Providers like AOL and services like RealMedia
let providers broadcast information to huge user publics simultaneously. Precisely
because it can be all of these things at once—because it affords users choices
amongmultiplemodesofappropriationthatcoexistatanygiventime—theInternet
is unprecedentedly malleable. This malleability raises the stakes for actors who
wish to shape its evolution (Hargittai 2000b).
The ﬁndings of individual-level research on Internet use reﬂect the technology
asithasemerged,notpatternsintrinsictothemediumitself.Economiccompetition
and public policies will shape the extent to which the Internet develops as point-
to-point communicator, library, or mass medium; and this, in turn, will alter the
incentives and opportunities for different kinds of individuals to use it. Thus, the
social impact of the Internet depends on the impact of society on what the Internet
becomes. It follows that sociologists should be studying carefully the organization
of the Internet ﬁeld, as well as the manner in which different ways of organizing6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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content shape patterns of use, because such research holds the key to anticipating
and understanding the Internet’s effects.
Sociologists have been largely remiss in meeting this challenge. A useful ex-
ception is Aldrich’s (1999:312) analysis of the Web from the standpoint of com-
munity, in which he distinguishes among governance structures (regulators and
informal consortia), commercial users, service providers to those users, browser
developers, and other “infrastructural populations” (hardware and software ﬁrms,
ISPs, search engines, and portal sites) that occupy niches in the Web’s ecology.
Owen (1999: ch. 11) presents a useful overview of the Internet industry from an
economics perspective, with a particularly thorough treatment of the underlying
technology and of the ﬁrms that maintain the network and offer connection ser-
vices. A small but interesting literature explores the Internet’s emergent structure
through analysis of the network created by the hyperlinks that Web sites send to
one another (Zook forthcoming). Early studies using huge data sets were able to
map sites onto coherent topical clusters (Larson 1996) and also reported high lev-
els of integration, with most sites reachable from most others at a path distance of
four or less (Jackson 1997).
The Internet’s future, and thus its social impact, will be inﬂuenced by the
resolution of three crucial policy issues. The ﬁrst, establishing equality in Internet
access, is necessary to ensure that less well-to-do or technically sophisticated
citizens are not excluded from the political, economic, and social opportunities
that the Internet increasingly provides. As our discussion of empirical work on
this issue demonstrates, a sociological perspective calls attention to the need to
go beyond the conventional focus on access per se to explore inequality in the
combination of technical and social resources required for effective participation
(DiMaggio & Hargittai 2001).
The second, establishing meaningful and enforceable norms of privacy for In-
ternet users, involves the quest for balance between the functionality that people
and businesses seek from the Internet and the sacriﬁce of access to personal infor-
mation that the technology currently requires people to offer in exchange (Lessig
1999). Sociological research on the beliefs and practices of Internet users, online
vendors, and service providers is necessary to inform policy deliberations in this
area.
The third, deﬁning rules governing intellectual property for a world in which
copying and transmitting cultural works is essentially costless, entails the search
for a balance between incentives necessary to motivate creative workers and the
interest of society in maximizing access to works of the mind (Computer Sci-
ence and Telecommunications Board 2000). Currently the pendulum has swung
far in the direction of the companies that control rights to intellectual property,
with implications not just for music-loving teenagers but for social scientists
eager to access formerly public data bases as well (Lessig 1999). Sociologists
can contribute to this debate by testing behavioral assumptions about motivations
ofcreativeworkersandtherequirementsofmarketssufﬁcienttosustainproduction
of intellectual goods.6 Jun 2001 15:2 AR ar134-13.tex ar134-13.sgm ARv2(2001/05/10) P1: GJB
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Lessig (1999) makes a valuable distinction among three ways that states and
private interests can regulate communications media: law, norms, and code. The
Internet, he argues, is distinctive in that code—the details of the programs that
facilitate the exchange of messages and information—is a particularly powerful
source of social control, with direct regulation relatively less effective. His work
calls attention to the importance of studying aspects of the technology that remain
invisible to most observers (and of the need for sociologists studying the Web to
acquire sufﬁcient technical expertise to address these questions.).
CONCLUSION
Sociology has been slow to take advantage of the unique opportunity to study the
emergence of a potentially transformative technology in situ. Too much of the
basic research has been undertaken by nonacademic survey organizations, yield-
ing theoretically unmotivated description at best, and technically ﬂawed and/or
proprietarily-held data at worst. (Fortunately, this is changing with such new data-
collection efforts as the 2000 General Social Survey’s topical module on Internet
use, and with increased accessibility of data, much of which is now available
on the statistically interactive web site www.webuse.umd.edu.) The relatively few
sociologists who study the Internet have focused disproportionately on virtual
communities, a worthy topic, but not the only one. And in that area, as well as in
researchontheInternet’simpactoninequality,politics,organizations,andculture,
we need to develop explanatory models that distinguish between different modes
of Internet use and that tie behavior directly to social and institutional context.
Research has suffered, as well, from a disproportionate emphasis on individu-
als, implicitly treating the nature of the Internet itself as ﬁxed. This is regrettable
because this protean technology’s character and effects will reﬂect the outcome of
ongoing struggles among powerful economic and political actors. Yet few sociol-
ogists have examined the Internet’s institutional structure, industrial organization,
orpoliticaleconomy.Somesociologistsaredoingimportantwork;butunlesstheir
numbers grow, a magniﬁcent opportunity to build and test theories of social and
technical change may go unexploited.
If sociology needs the Internet as a laboratory, policy makers need sociology
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